
Class #2 Itinerary & Notes
9:00am

(1)Welcome & Opening Prayer & Joshua 5:13-15
Zoom etiquette reminder:

● Everyone is muted until they need to ask a question or are sent into a breakout
room for workshop exercises.

● If unmuting to ask a question, please re-mute yourself when you are done asking.
● Please feel free to use chat to ask questions but be aware they may not be

immediately answered.  The instructor will review the chat questions during the
breaks if the session did not allow time for them to be immediately answered.

(2)Biblical stories can be told in one’s own words or retold word for word.  Because biblical
stories are so well known Boomershine recommends telling them word for word and
aiming for 75% accuracy1 in the retelling.  After this class we won’t be so worried about
it.  Share Karate Kid illustration

i. Story Journey: An Invitation to the Gospel as Storytelling by Thomas Boomershine
Network of Biblical Storytellers International. “Tips for Developing Your Story.”
Resources, last  accessed May 12, 2020, https://www.nbsint.org/resources/

(3)“What’s your story?” Oscar Wallace & Sarah Mills 9:15

(4)Stories in print need to be heard out loud. The importance of sound – sounding creates
vibrations that materialize-our culture is all about a sound track – the words don’t have
the right meaning until they sound right – the importance of the public reading of
scripture – the ability to hear God’s voice – the Korean – the Tong movement – you never
read the bible silently – you read it out loud every year – the leader of this Dr. Zoh – his
daughters were woken every day by the sound of their dad reading scripture to them –
their retreats are reading the scripture out loud – secondary orality – the digital culture2

We are so familiar with relying on the printed word for learning stories but stories in
ancient times were shared and learned orally.  Printed letters and manuscripts were
intended to be read out loud.  Reading a story out loud or listening to a recording helps
the teller to hear the sounds of a story as well as the key framework, words and images.

Stop slides for Zoom Poll – How often do you read the Bible aloud?

2 Leonard Sweet, 2020. DMin 719 class notes taken by author, Biddeford, ME. January 27, 2020.

1 Boomershine, Story Journey, 31.

https://www.nbsint.org/resources/


Each person will craft their own unique recipe for learning a biblical story word for word
and there are some basic ingredients that are helpful to know.

(5) Repetition is the key to internalizing a story.  Internalizing a story involves the head,
heart and gut.

It is helpful to imagine internalizing a story in three parts of the self, the head, heart and
gut.

i. Analyze the story for its inherent structure, research its historical setting and
notice the repeating words and images to know a story in your head.

ii. The heart holds the emotions of a story, what characters feel and how they
make us laugh or cry.

iii. In the gut we experience what the story does, the action of the story as it
moves us with compassion, mercy and empathy.3

(6)Effective memorization happens in taking the story in small chunks and adding to it over
a period of days4

(7)The only way to truly keep a story is to give it away.5 Sharing the story you’ve learned
with one or more listeners is important. This is touching upon the spiritual practice,
spiritual discipline of storytelling.  It is inherently evangelical.

(8)“What’s your story?” Hannah Smith-Erb & Charity Omartian

BREAK UNTIL 9:50AM – if you haven’t decided on a story – use your break to
select a Bible story.  You will use this Bible story during the workshop portion of
class

(9)Learning a story, rehearsing it, reliving it and repeating it best happens in the down time
moments in life.  Down times are the times just before bed or just after waking, at the
gym on the elliptical or waiting for an appointment.

(10) Stop slides for Zoom Poll

(11) Instead of checking in with your phone, check in with your story.  This helps so much
with the spiritual discipline aspect of letting the story live with you.

5 Boomershine, Story Journey, 29.
4 Boomershine, Story Journey, 29.
3 Boomershine, Story Journey, 44.



(12)
M – master the story
U – understand the story
L – live with the story
L – link personally with the story 6

(13) “What’s your story?” Debby Bliss

(14) Getting the text, the story…out of the head, out of the brain, the left brain…and to the
whole person and embodying the story…AND LEARNING ABOUT THE
EXEGETICAL BACKGROUND OF A STORY

Storytelling Luke 2:8-207

a. “This shall be a sign unto you…”  The Special Shepherds of Bethlehem:  Jesus and
mirror image of first born sacrifice and Passover story

b. The Shepherds – the first evangelists are the lowest of the chosen people…barely
clean.  The lowest of the chosen and the highest of the pagan (3 kings - Gentiles)
…my house, the house of prayer for all people.  The angels “said” they don’t sing.
The angels give the shepherds a sign uniquely just for them.

c. Bethlehem – in Hebrew means house of bread, wheat and barley are grown on the
hill.  Bethlehem - in Arabic means house of meat and house of blood.

d. Across from where the wheat and barley are grown on the other slope lamb and
sheep are being raised.

e. Bethlehem is a couple of miles from Jerusalem.  The lambs the Temple needs for
sacrificing they get from Bethlehem.  The temple opens and closes with a sacrifice,
a BBQ.  Passover is when they need the most lambs.

f. The Bethlehem shepherds are different than other shepherd as they certified their
lambs as blameless (without a spot)…they are the highest of the lowest as they are
raising the sheep for the Temple.  They have to make sure their lambs are without
blemish and without spot.  The priest help them with this work…when the priest’s
robes got too old to use in worship…their clothes became both swaddling cloth and
burial cloths…to make sure the lambs were kept blemish free the priest provided
swaddling cloth…shepherds would protect the new born lambs from themselves by
wrapping them in swaddling cloth and then the shepherds would elevate them to
keep them out of harm’s way of other animals and often the lambs were put in
feeding troughs and mangers.  The shepherds would see something they had seen

7 Leonard Sweet, 2016 notes taken by author from Preach The Story online lecture, Wells, ME. November, 2016.

6 Intro to Biblical Storytelling: A Biblical Appe-teaser

https://youtu.be/SMQAaNh2F_Q


and done many times before…a sign for them…the saw the perfect Lamb…the
Messiah.

g. Jesus’s Post Easter Question
h. When offering your Temple Sacrifice - You had to prove to the priest that your

offering was from the heart – 3 chances to prove your love to his question:  Do you
love your lamb?

i. More on the Pascal Lamb
j. Slaughter house…Bethlehem lambing is bloody…Jesus only on the cross 6

hours…on the cross at 9am when the temple opens and dies at 3pm when the
temple closes…Jesus dies too soon…he dies because they split his side…his heart
burst…he died of a broken heart…he burst an aorta…he gave up his life for
his…Passover has ended when the pascal lamb is slain…”It is finished” says the
priest as the final words of Passover…significance of Jesus’s last words on the
cross…the veil is torn…veil is woven of symbols of fire, earth, soil &
water…Jesus has become himself the new Bethlehem the new house of bread and
house of blood…brought together to be made one…he is our bread…he is our
blood…when adam’s side is split a bride is conceived…last adam’s side is split a
bride is conceived…out of the water and the blood…but is not born until God
breathes on Her…

k. The magic is the interplay between light and dark…there is evil in the light and
good in the light…there is evil in the dark and good in the dark

l. The Temple was very, very bloody…The rich gave calves at passover…the poor
gave doves…the very poor made a pancake of the wheat and the barley…Jesus
ends the slaughter house…

m. The paradox of the opposites…born in the best of the cities…placed in the worse
of the feeding troughs…coming together of the dark and the light.

(15) “What’s your story?”

BREAK UNTIL 11AM

(16) Walk & Tell – Adapted from John Walsh 8

Memory Palace Teaching https://youtu.be/p9IOqd1LpkA
Stop video at 2:45

Tell Luke 2:8-20 story talking through memory props

8 John Walsh, BibleTelling: Telling God’s Word (Bloomington, IL:BibleTelling, 2018).

https://youtu.be/p9IOqd1LpkA


Read your story twice and divide it into sections. (10 minutes)

Select an object/place in the room for the story section to take place something for each section
of your story. (20 min)

Instructions for Breakout #1 & lunch visit
Explain your room mapping/your memory palace to each other and explain how they fit the
story.
12:00 - 12:30pm – discuss with partner during Lunch

BREAK UNTIL 1PM

STORY GATHERING WORK & THE IMPORTANCE OF STORIED OBJECTS
The importance of curiosity and listening – think of yourself as a story-gatherer as well as a
storyteller.  Be curious about the story, be curious about the people, the community you are
sharing with.  Debby you imagine your children as you tell and it makes you a better storyteller
because as you are telling you are aware of the gift to the dear ones you are delivering it to.  My
faith conviction – storytelling is an act of discipleship and service.  As disciples we are
storytellers for others and the act of storytelling is all about the relationship.

Objects have stories.  Story of my dining room table as connected to the genesis story…

Would 2 volunteers on the next break be willing to find an object that has a story and as a group
we are going to prayerfully listen, ask questions where our curiosity leads us and then
brainstorm as a group connections of where that object has a layered connection to the
scriptures.

Ken Medema  - for next class
Charity and Sarah and Jeremy for next class – to share stories about objects and our group
pastoral work connecting them to biblical stories

The connection with story and pastoral care is best done as a work of improvisation

Improv’s yes and rule

BACK TO YOUR STORY
Read your story one time (4 minutes)

Instructions for Breakout #2
BREAK OUT #2 – two new partners Abby to place everyone in 10 minute breakout groups
with posting 4-8 minute switch message



Tell your stories to each other – walking through your room/house. Touch is important. (10
minutes)
Stumble through the story

Read their story one more time. (3 minutes)

Instructions for Breakout #3
BREAK OUT #3 – two new partners Abby to place everyone in 12 minute breakout groups
with posting 6 minute switch message
Tell your story to each other without physically walking around the room/house
After each telling, discuss “My favorite part of your story was…”“What did you personally
learn from this story?”  (12 minutes)

BREAK UNTIL 2PM

Quickly skim your story one more time. (2 minutes)

Instructions for next Breakout #4
BREAK OUT #4 – two new partners Abby to place everyone in 10 minute breakout groups
with posting 5 minute switch message
Tell your story to each other without looking at your story or your drawings.
After each telling, discuss “My favorite part of your story was…”“What did you personally
learn from this story?” (10 minutes)

Start with Video from NBTI – the healing at the Pool of Bethsaida, the telling then the how and
why

https://vimeo.com/295232843

Group work on John 5:1-9

Breakout into head, heart & gut groups

i. Analyze the story for its inherent structure, research its historical setting and
notice the repeating words and images to know a story in your head.

ii. The heart holds the emotions of a story, what characters feel and how they
make us laugh or cry.

iii. In the gut we experience what the story does, the action of the story as it
moves us with compassion, mercy and empathy.

https://vimeo.com/295232843


Read the John 5, you may need to go beyond verses 1-9 - analyze it as a group for your body
part and in 10 min we will come back and each body part will report their findings.  I’ll be
around for questions or signal me.

2:45pm Lighting Round – what is one lightning strike (ah-ha!) today you received you will take
with you?


